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DESCRIPTION 

Often, SOFAs which are comfortable for watching television or 
for taking a nap are not practical for conversation and vice ver-
sa. The starting point was to create a piece that allows us to do 
all this comfortably. To this end, Play was conceived, a mutant 
piece with an articulated back adaptable to the circumstances 
of each moment.

Rafa García has designed this modular composition in order to 
offer different combinations. There are endless possibilities: ad-
just the back to your needs, play with some of the innovations, 
have a nap by utilizing the two-position end pouf. Maybe, find 
enough space for a curved seat module which integrates with 
the chaise longue. Create a relaxed environment with the diffe-
rent formats of the armchairs. Mix the three designs of arms in 
one piece… the colour of the lumbar cushions can be mixed 
and matched, too!
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TECHNICAL DATA

Solid wooden structure covered with foam and fibre shell.
The seat and back structures are fitted with NEA webbing and 
are made with foam of different densities.
Back cushions have a steel folding mechanism.
It has a wooden structure for the arm and metal structure for 
the narrow arm.
The arm is made of foam of different densities.
The mobile arm is filled with sand-bag weights.
The inner cushion is made with Fiberdream and it has 100% co-
tton cover.
It has chromed steel feet.
Play can be upholstered in fabric, leather and synthetic leather. 
The fabric version has fully removable covers; in leather or syn-
thetic leather, only the cushion covers can be removed.
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COSTURAS EN PIEL SEAMS IN LEATHER LINEAS OCULTAS  HIDDEN LINESCOSTURAS  SEAMS 

233.151.GG
POUF 60X60   

233.151.HG
POUF 75X60   

233.151.LG
POUF 105X60   

233.155.FJ.D
TERMINAL POUF WITH MECHANISM 56X80 RIGHT  

233.155.FJ.I
TERMINAL POUF WITH MECHANISM 56X80 LEFT   
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